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Across

1 It gets to turn during show's opening (4,6)

6 Issue with brief introduction missing (4)

9 Was cryptic clue ignored? (10)

10 Out of shape female's missing one (4)

12 Work I advertised with Oscar and Ian initially,

not Troy, for day-to-day records (5,7)

15 American bird reverses vehicle into green

Buick's boot (9)

17 Around morning, take back brown Caucasian

bread (5)

18 Angry sailor flipped over hull of yacht (5)

19 A shade of all euro money ultimately is

laundered outside Britain (5,4)

20 Changes about carbon results in disagreements

(12)

24 You caught Greek character eating a sloth (4)

25 Administrative fellow, one in a large building

(10)

26 Speed 10 is 1,000 over 100 (4)

27 Difficult situation with plot — nothing goes

wrong around noon (3,2,5)

With 12 solutions our Inspector’s coding is the wrong

way round. His mistakes in these 12 cases need to be

reversed before entry in the grid.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 30

October. You need to register once and then sign in to

theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a

£100 monthly prize.

Down

1 Like very upright bones (4)

2 Fragrant oil to be applied both ways (4)

3 Spring first cleared out? Fancy that! (4,1,7)

4 Become obsessed with a throwback? (5)

5 Fine department protected by two old guides

(4-5)

7 Incredibly big animal on top of Everest —

that's possible? (10)

8 Woman and man in the news: it's neck and

neck (4-6)

11 Ace learnt about nuclear projector (5,7)

13 Naughty dog finally sits in chair with African

mammal (4,6)

14 First part of jazz musician's sounds are

significant events (10)

16 An expensive car's repair shop replacing

bonnet for earl in debt (9)

21 Take away meals ingested, primarily by

students (5)

22 I'm a Muslim leader (4)

23 Novice climbs inside ivory tower (4)


